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Abstract: In this paper, an applied talents training mode is proposed based on the combinations of discipline, major, and team. Major and discipline are the foundation for the survival and development of colleges and universities, as well as the advantages and characteristics of a school. Talent training is the most important function of colleges and universities, and the construction of teaching staff is the focus of talent training in Colleges and universities. Based on the analysis the connotation of the disciplines and major and their mutual relations, team construction is discussed. All of these are to promote the quality of talent cultivation. In order to get optimal effect of applied talent cultivation, the automation major of Jinling institute of technology vigorously promote the reform of education teaching, innovative practice teaching method and the personnel training mode, In the construction of the process, some beneficial exploration are achieved, which provide reference and reference for practical education teaching reform in colleges and universities.
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1. Introduction

Major is the general term of the discipline plan and plan for colleges and universities to cultivate specialized talents based on the development of science and the classification of disciplines and the division of social work. Discipline is a relatively independent knowledge system. It is a knowledge classification based on the nature of systematic knowledge that reflects objective things correctly. The two have internal unity.

The discipline is the foundation of the profession. Discipline is the classification of scientific knowledge system, and different disciplines are different scientific knowledge systems. After the eighteenth Century, the natural sciences were separated from the philosophy, and they were divided into different fields of discipline. In order to carry out the study in different categories, a series of subjects such as literature, engineering, science and management appeared in 12 categories. The trend of the comprehensive development of the disciplinet has increased greatly. The original disciplines, such as the environmental discipline and the energy discipline, have formed the discipline basis of the modern universities.

Major is the choice and organization of the disciplinet. The major is based on the knowledge system of a certain discipline, leaving the discipline knowledge system, and the profession has lost its reasonable basis for existence. In a discipline, a number of majors can be formed; interdisciplinary subjects can also be formed among different disciplines. Setting up a major in universities, we should not only consider the subject basis but also meet the needs of the social users, determine the professional training requirements of a certain range of professional adaptation, certain levels and specifications, and then, according to the requirements of professional training, generally choose one or three classes of three level disciplines as the relying subject in a series of disciplines. The relationship between discipline and Major is like the relationship between land and plant. Subject is the soil of professional growth. Therefore, whether the layout of the subject is reasonable or not is a prerequisite for the formation of professional growth points and the continuous development of the Major. The same discipline construction is also inseparable from the profession, because Major is an
Disciplines and specialties are different concepts, and the composition of the two is different. The basic elements of an independent subject are mainly: the object of research or the field of research; the strict logical knowledge system of the theoretical system, that is, the unique concepts and principles, and the methodology, that is, the mode of production of subject knowledge. The main components of the major are: professional training objectives, curriculum system and professionals. The purpose of training is to express the meaning of professional activities. Curriculum system is the product of the combination of social vocational needs and subject knowledge system, and the content and structure of professional activities. Whether the curriculum system is reason able or not directly affects the effect of personnel training. Professionals mainly include educators and educator, without "human" intervention, and professional activities can not be completed.

The objectives of the subject and the major are different. The goal of discipline development is knowledge discovery and innovation. The discipline serves the society in the form of knowledge form. It is generally referred to as scientific research achievement, and scientific research results can be divided into two categories: scientific and technological. The aim of the profession is to train professionals at all levels for the society. The distinction between subject and professional goal shows that there is an irreplaceable nature between them. The coexistence of disciplines and specialties is a peculiar phenomenon in universities. They are interdependent and mutually reinforcing. Discipline is the base for disciplines to undertake the function of personnel training, and discipline is the foundation of professional development. The quality of personnel training in a university depends largely on its subject and professional level.

Major and discipline are the foundation for the survival and development of colleges and universities, as well as the advantages and characteristics of a school. Talent training is the most important function of colleges and universities, and the construction of teaching staff is the focus of talent training in Colleges and universities.

Scientific research is the source of teaching innovation. Putting the latest achievements in science and cutting-edge knowledge into the teaching process can deepen the content of the construction of the professional, also can be integrated into the scientific research of creative spirit, which can constantly improve the students' creative ability and innovative spirit. All of these provide a powerful guarantee for cultivating high quality applied talents. The construction of disciplines and specialties need the power of the team. In creative and applied discipline research and professional construction, some teaching achievements are got unceasingly, thus promoting the continuous improvement of automation level of training applied talents. The national medium and long-term education reform and development plan outline says that in the cultivation of talents development mechanism, we should develop comprehensive talent cultivation, give prominence to cultivate innovative talents and pay attention to cultivate applied talents.

The correct positioning of talent cultivation level is the basic basis for the development of disciplines, which is related to the development direction, development goals and development pattern of the discipline. When constructing the talent training mode, application-oriented undergraduate colleges must be based on the correct guiding ideology and correct positioning, through scientific analysis of the social needs. They should correctly estimate their own school strength, take the initiative to adapt to the environment to realize own correct orientation, optimizing the allocation of teaching resources, formulate correct development goals and reasonable training mode.

2. The Combinations of Discipline, Major and Team

Talent cultivation, scientific research and social service are the main functions of universities, and the disciplines in universities are the specific undertakers of various functions.

University research team construction is a basic measurement to play integration advantages, strengthen discipline and promote scientific research. It can benefit discipline construction and talent cultivating organizational forms.

In essence, there exists symbiotic relationships among discipline construction, major construction and team which can promote the discovery and innovation of knowledge and improve the quality of talent cultivation. The relationships among three factors is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1. The relationships among discipline construction, team construction and major construction.](image)

2.1. The Difference Between the Major and Discipline

The major is built to undertake the function of talent training for discipline. From the social point of view, the major is to set up to meet the training needs which engaged in a type of social profession. Major is in the intersection of discipline system and the social professional demand. It is the nature of this "intersection" that determines the basic characteristics of the major.

2.1.1. Major Teaching Plan Composed of Three Courses

The major teaching plan is a combination of three courses,
which are moral courses, scientific and humanistic courses, and basic knowledge courses. A combination of professional knowledge and skills training courses. The first course is necessary for students to conduct a comprehensive quality education foundation (roughly equivalent to the so-called general education curriculum in some western universities), the second and the third type of course is required by the professional training target of senior specialized talents. No matter how the professional training program is reformed, no matter how the components of the various courses are changed, and no matter how many different specialties of each school, the ‘three types’ combination mode’ has not been broken. The principles embodied in this curriculum are aim at educating people, rely on the subject and orient by social needs.

2.1.2. The Difference Between the Major Division and Discipline Division
Based on one discipline, several majors can be set up. These majors are called ‘similar majors’. Because of the same basic knowledge courses. A major may involve several disciplines, but even these disciplines may belong to different disciplines, these majors are often referred to as “interdisciplinary major or ‘composite major’. This is just a reflection of the different principles of setting up a major and division discipline. The division of disciplines follows the logic of the knowledge system itself, thus forming a "tree branch structure". Discipline and its branches are relatively stable knowledge systems. Even in the new interdisciplinary, these disciplines have their own relatively stable research areas.

2.1.3. The Variability of Major
The major of university will change with the adjustment of social industrial structure and the change of talent demand. This change is reflected in the new major, the old major is constantly updated or eliminated. Some majors from ‘cold’ to ‘hot’ or vice versa. Analyzing the total number of all kinds of ordinary university undergraduate professional choices. The ratio of students with first major choice to students with the major enrollment reflects some major popularity.

The behavior of higher schools and students in the major choice, although it does not accurately reflect the social occupational demand, but it reflects the trend of the change of social occupational demand in general. The major is changed, and the discipline is relatively stable.

2.2. Play the Role of Discipline to Promote Major Construction
Discipline is the concept of science, which is both a knowledge system and an academic system. The major is the concept of sociology, which means specialized study or profession. A major is made up of several courses. The discipline construction emphasizes the construction of a high level scientific research team, and the major construction emphasizes the cultivation of professional talents with broad knowledge, strong application ability and strong employment competitiveness. The discipline is the university's cell and university's technical core area. The discipline is not only a platform for scientific research, but also a platform for teaching. It is not only a platform for the construction of a scholar team, but also a platform for serving the society.

The discipline of control science and engineering in Jinling institute of technology is one of Jiangsu province key construction disciplines, it insists on discipline team construction under the concept of integration of academic disciplines, specialties and team. In order to meet Nanjing city and Jiangsu Province's economic and social development needs, we integrate concise research focus and research direction. It will promote the improvement of professional education level and quality, it will also promote the improvement of professional connotation construction by applying a series of scientific research projects and scientific research achievements to professional teaching and personnel training.

2.2.1. Absorb Students into the Research Team of Teachers’ Projects
By participating in scientific research projects, students can improve their learning ability, ultivate their innovative awareness and enhance their cooperation ability. Teachers guide students to declare national patent and writing scientific papers, make the students master the patent novelty search, patent material organization, science and technology thesis writing and publication and so on. They cultivate students to find and solve problems, train students' innovative consciousness ability. We guide students to obtain 7 national patents and publish 6 papers. Teachers published more than 90 academic papers, 20 educational reform papers. More than 60 national patents are authorized. Students participate in teachers’ transverse scientific research project under the guidance of teachers. They analyze and solve problems, study professional knowledge which applied to the enterprise actual project. By doing so, students' team cooperation consciousness are trained and their ability in engineering application are improved. Teachers conducted 16 horizontal cooperation projects, and the project contract amount was 7.6 million yuan.

We signed a contract with Nanjing industrial co., LTD. The contract is about the industry-university-institute cooperation agreement and cooperation in the field of solar photovoltaic research and new product development. At present, solar technology patent has been applied to the socialism new rural construction projects, the Shanghai world expo, the UN pavilion solar photovoltaic building integrated project and Nanjing youth Olympic Games athletes' village solar integrated projects.

2.2.2. Introduce New Knowledge in Scientific Research into Curriculum Development
Curriculum, teaching content, and teaching material is an important part of discipline construction. Curriculum and the first-class teaching material is also the important scientific research achievements. When teachers absorb the new research achievements to the course content. These teaching
materials and the materials setting up discipline frontier for elective courses or lectures must base on the theoretical basis of achievements in scientific research and the application prospect. The process is formulate a scientific research achievements.

We optimize the curriculum system, take engineering theory and engineering application education as the core, and form an automation professional talent training scheme focusing on industrial characteristics. We professional teachers take charge of the research project of provincial and university-level teaching reform, and has 2 excellent courses, 5 excellent courses, 2 research courses and 6 textbooks.

According to Humboldt's thought, the introduction of scientific research into teaching in class teaching is reflected in the "teaching" of teachers, as well as the "learning" of students. In "teaching", teachers will introduce the latest scientific research results to the students in a timely manner, and introduce new knowledge, scientific frontier and scientific research methods.

At the same time, the academic paper and other scientific research achievements are used as reference materials for students to read after class. Teachers provide relevant teaching materials for the course construction. The course content can also improve students' interest and enhance the teaching effect. In terms of "learning", by introducing scientific research results into classroom teaching, we can cultivate learning. Scientific research interests and scientific research methods will facilitate students' early participation in scientific research, development of scientific research capacity and creativity. They also can help to expand the depth and breadth of undergraduate study, improve teaching quality.

2.3. Strengthen Major Construction's Guidance to Promote Discipline Construction

Major construction is the carrier of discipline construction. On the one hand, major construction is the undergraduate education of personnel training base. On the other hand, the process of the construction of the major is to conduct the thorough research to the scientific research and summary process. The discipline emphasizes the cultivation of academic leaders and academic echelons, which is consistent with the goal of strengthening the construction of teachers in major construction. It also determines the symbiotic relationship between the two.

Major construction can be divided into two levels, the macroscopic and microscopic construction in terms of school level. Major construction mainly consider professional settings, major layout, adjusting the structure of the optimization and the construction of key major supporting. The macro issues mainly includes the social development needs, developing major training objectives and specifications, the major teaching plan, curriculum construction, teaching material construction, practical base construction, teaching method innovation, etc.

2.3.1. Understand the Inner Connection Between Discipline and Profession

Disciplines and specialties in terms of talent training is often understood as the same concept, generally referred to as the ‘discipline’ in the undergraduate course of colleges and universities in our country. It also reveals the relationship between discipline and major is inseparable. The major is the platform and expression form of the talent cultivation function carried by the discipline construction, and the discipline is the foundation and support of the professional development knowledge system.

The quality of talent training depends on the level of the development of the discipline, and the cultivation of high-quality talents has promoted the improvement of the level of discipline development. The intersecting of the so-called discipline and disciplines is not only reflected in the intersection of the teaching function and knowledge system of different disciplines, but also the intersecting of the research fields of different disciplines. In recent years, the model of "compound" talent cultivation and "interdisciplinary professional" talent cultivation, which is actively explored by Chinese universities, is a vivid embodiment of the inner connection between discipline and profession.

From the logic internal relation between discipline and profession, the two are interdependent, interactive and cooperative. Discipline construction is the process of knowledge heritage of innovation and scientific advantage accumulation, support for the professional construction and development.

The discipline construction provides knowledge system support for professional construction and development, which is an important foundation for professional development. Through the discipline construction and scientific research, we can improve the overall quality of teachers, teachers' teaching and scientific research ability level. It makes the discipline resources enter into professional teaching resources effectively, such as the related research projects and achievements for the new curriculum and teaching material content.

2.3.2. Major Construction Promotes the Development and Level of Scientific Research

It is an important aspect of the discipline construction that the professional construction provides the high quality human resources support and the possibility of the professional differentiation and integration. Major construction and talents training process, especially early undergraduate students to participate in scientific research, is the important way to cultivate innovative talents, promote the development of the discipline and enhance the level of scientific research.

This major is closely related to industry executives, industry associations and industry enterprises. We has established a professional steering committee composed of employing units, industry experts and university teachers. Enterprises and industry experts participate in the system of
talent training program, and participate in the process of personnel training. In this process, we learn about the dynamic and latest achievements of the industry and the academic frontier, and promote the development of topics and research activities of scientific research.

The major development is close to the economic and social development needs of Nanjing city and the development needs of the intelligent manufacturing industry. We combine teachers' professional teaching and personnel training with scientific research projects and application of scientific research results, which can improve the level of discipline construction and promote the upgrading of the discipline construction level.

2.4. Adhere to the Link of Team to Promote the Integration of Discipline Construction and Major Construction

The survival and development of any individual is inseparable from the successful construction and development of the team. As Bill Gates, the President of Microsoft, once said, ‘team work is the guarantee of a successful business, and a company that does not value teamwork will not succeed.’ Therefore, in terms of institutions of higher learning, it is necessary to build a cohesive team for teaching and scientific research. Under the guidance of team leader, good coordination of the team members can fully arouse the enthusiasm of every team member. It can inspire the creativity and power of each member to the limit. The team is necessary conditions to guarantee a first-class academic level and excellent creative ability of high-quality innovative talents.

2.4.1. Strengthen the Construction of Teaching Team

Team refers to a group of people who have a common goal and are jointly responsible for the realization of the goal. Collaboration between members to form a formal group, with a clear goal, and interdependence, division of labor cooperation, and responsibility sharing etc. In terms of college development, the teaching team is to improve the teaching quality and effect, promote the reform of teaching as the main task, by mutual responsibility for the common goal of every team member. It can inspire the creativity and power of each member to the limit. The team is necessary conditions to guarantee a first-class academic level and excellent creative ability of high-quality innovative talents.

2.4.2. Correctly Deal with the Relationship Between the Teaching Team Construction and the Academic Team Construction

The relationship between the teaching team construction and the academic team construction is closely related to the teaching and research, they each are an integral of the existence and development of colleges and universities. Both of them and each has its relative independence in both management system and operation mechanism of resource use. There is inevitable contradictions and conflicts, both in the relationship between the teaching team construction of academic team and so on. But in comparison, the construction of academic team pay more attention to quantitative criteria of...
scientific research evaluation, research results is relatively easier to appear. On the contrary, the teaching reform results requires a relatively long time, and its evaluation standard also various, it is not easy to recognized results, therefore, more should pay attention to the long-term teaching team construction.

From personnel and resource utilization point of view, the academic team and teaching may has a cross and overlap. Some teachers may be academic team leader or member of the teaching team, it is also possible in the division of functions, especially on the combination of teaching and scientific research function requirements. But after all, belongs to different teaching and research activities, operation mechanism, the way of examination and evaluation significantly are different, some teachers may serve as the head of the academic team but don't fit as the head of the teaching team, and vice versa.

At present, the construction of teaching team has not attracted enough attention from colleges and universities, and the time and energy invested by teachers in teaching reform and teaching research are not enough. Compared with the academic team, the most important part of the teaching team building is the lack of corresponding funding, and the cooperation mechanism of teaching reform is far from being formed.

On the one hand, it is related to the policy orientation of the light teaching of scientific research in universities in recent years. It is related to the problem that the university leaders have not really attached great importance to the teaching reform and teaching quality. At the same time, the school should strengthen the overall planning, so that the academic team and the teaching team work together to promote the improvement of school teaching and research quality.

From the perspective of the development of universities and the improvement of teaching quality, the teaching team has three tasks: innovation education idea and education concept, generate new teaching mode, promote teaching reform and improve teaching quality. Based on the current situation and problems of college teaching reform, the teaching team should also focus on the following target positioning. one is to improve the overall teaching level of the school. By setting up a teaching team, we can make clear the orientation of curriculum or teaching reform supported by the school, and find the correct entry point. Integration of teaching resources, to promote teachers' cooperation through the formation of the teaching team, can effectively integrate the teaching resources. It can encourage and guide the cooperation of teachers in the teaching reform. On the basis of the team, we can train students comprehensively, deal with complex problems of teaching, improve the quality of personnel training and promote the formation of the collaborative atmosphere.

3. Conclusion

Discipline construction is the foundation of major construction. The discipline is the basis of major development, and the major is the base for the cultivation of talents. The quality of the talent cultivation of a university depends on the level of the discipline of the university. Discipline construction provides the basis for major construction, it includes a high level of teaching staff, teaching and research base. In the actual discipline construction and major construction, team construction are involved. Although they have their own different requirements, but in many cases the allocation of resources can be considered to be shared. In order to make full use of the limited resources of school, in the process of construction, we should fully consider the difference between the three and their characteristics and adjust measures to local conditions. In this way, the discipline construction, major construction and team building can be integrated scientifically and reasonably, so as to achieve coordinated development.
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